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498-Extended Battery Pack for Portable Active GPS Tracker

How to charge the extended battery: Connect the extended battery to the power supply.
Before you begin it is recommended to fully charge the device.

● 10 hours to fully charge ( 1 hr of charge = 10% battery life)
● Red light on charger = Charging
● No light on charger = Fully Charged

NOTE: The only way to charge the extended battery is with the extended battery charger. The
USB port on the side of the tracker will NOT charge the battery.

NOTE: Battery life can be seen online, but battery life can also be estimated by the push button
on the extended battery. The device will need to be in motion to provide up-to-date information.

.



Getting Started:

How to install the extended battery:

● The extended battery connects to the active GPS tracker by replacing the existing
battery. The first step is removing the trackers’ original battery.

● On the bottom side of the GPS tracker is a belt clip.To release the clip pull on the top of
the clip away from the tracker. This will release the clips’ connection.

● After the clip is removed there is a hex head screw that is removable with the supplied
Allen wrench (you will need this screw later).

● After the screw is removed the back plate cover can be removed, exposing the battery.
● Remove the battery.
● Rescrew the hex head screw into the device, minus the battery cover, since it holds the

shell of the device together. Do not include the battery cover, as it would pinch the wires.
● Connect the golden connector prongs of the extended battery to the golden prongs of

the tracker.
● To hold the device together with the battery inserted, utilize the included rubber band.

How to install the battery and tracker within the weaterized magnetic case:

● There is a specific way the tracker and extended battery fits within the magnetic case.
Placing the device within the case incorrectly can lead to inaccurate data.

● Place the extended battery within the case first, opposite the magnet.
● Once the extended battery is within the case, place the tracker into the case with the

sleek surface facing away from the extended battery, then close the case clasps.

NOTE: The completed build of the device should resemble the following picture:
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